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Safety instructions for the use of decomagnets:
Ke
Keee the decomagnets away from children.
Strong magnetic fields can interfere with electronical equipment, for
example: clocks and heart pacemakers. Powerful magnetic
fields can wipe magnetic data carriers clean (magnetic tapes, credid
cards or diskettes). According to the latest scientific knowledge the
decomagnets have no detrimental effect on the health of human
beings or animals. Those allergic to the corresponding materials
should avoid contact with magnets.
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magnet duo
The multitalent for...
• clean handling
• shirring
• fixing
Useable for curtains, Roman Blinds
and Japanese Curtains.
The magnets are galvanized for
protection against rust, and encased.

Available colors*:
Colored:
1.00 white
9.30 ivory

article

Metallized:
14.18 granite
17.16 chrome matt
17.18 stainless stelle
19.16 brass matt

article-no.
description

dispatch unit

16 MG 80

1 piece
in a bag
10 pieces
in a box

decorative magnetic grip
„magnet duo“
rectangle
40 x 80 mm

1 piece
in a blister
10 blister
in a box
20 blister
in a stock box

SBB 16 MG 80
1 decorative magnetic grip
„magnet duo“
rectangle
40 x 80 mm
DIY packed

*For detailed colors please look at “Overview of the available colors...”. Further colors on request with appropriate purchase quantity.
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deco magnetic buttons round
1 deco magnetic button consists of:
1 magnetic half south pole +
1 magnetic half north pole
The magnets are galvanized for
protection against rust, and encased.

Available colors*:
Colored:
1.00 white

article

Metallized:
12.16 chrome shining
13.16 brass shining
14.18 granite

17.16 chrome matt
17.18 stainless steel
19.13 rust

article-no.
description

19.16 brass matt
19.18 brass antique

dispatch unit

2 pieces
in a bag
20 pieces

16 MR 28
deco magnetic button
round

(10 bags)

Ø 28 mm

in a box

2 pieces
in a blister
10 blister in a box
20 blister
in a stock box

SBB 16 MR 28
2 deco magnetic buttons
round
Ø 28 mm
→ DIY packed

2 pieces
in a bag
20 pieces

16 MR 45
deco magnetic button
round

(10 bags)

Ø 45 mm

in a box

2 pieces
in a blister
10 blister in a box
20 blister
in a stock box

SBB 16 MR 45
2 deco magnetic buttons
round
Ø 45 mm
→ DIY packed

*For detailed colors please look at “Overview of the available colors...”. Further colors on request with appropriate purchase quantity.
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deco magnetic buttons quadrangle
1 deco magnetic button consists of:
1 magnetic half south pole +
1 magnetic half north pole
The magnets are galvanized for
protection against rust, and encased.

Available colors*:
Metallized:
12.16 chrome shining
13.16 brass shining
14.18 granite

article

17.16 chrome matt
17.18 stainless steel
19.13 rust

19.16 brass matt
19.18 brass antique

article-no.
description

dispatch unit

2 pieces
in a bag
20 pieces

16 MQ
deco magnetic button
quadrangle

(10 bags)

28 x 28 mm

in a box

2 pieces
in a blister
10 blister in a box
20 blister
in a stock box

SBB 16 MQ
2 deco magnetic buttons
quadrangle
28 x 28 mm
→ DIY packed

2 pieces
in a bag
20 pieces

16 MQ 40
deco magnetic button
quadrangle

(10 bags)

40 x 40 mm

in a box

2 pieces
in a blister
10 blister in a box
20 blister
in a stock box

SBB 16 MQ 40
2 deco magnetic buttons
quadrangle
40 x 40 mm
→ DIY packed

*For detailed colors please look at “Overview of the available colors...”. Further colors on request with appropriate purchase quantity.
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deco magnetic buttons triangle
1 deco magnetic button consists of:
1 magnetic half south pole +
1 magnetic half north pole
The magnets are galvanized for
protection against rust, and encased.

Available colors*:
Metallized:
12.16 chrome shining
13.16 brass shining
14.18 granite

article

17.16 chrome matt
17.18 stainless steel
19.13 rust

19.16 brass matt
19.18 brass antique

article-no.
description

dispatch unit

2 pieces
in a bag
20 pieces

16 MD
deco magnetic button
triangle

(10 bags)

39 mm

in a box

2 pieces
in a blister
10 blister in a box
20 blister
in a stock box

SBB 16 MD
2 deco magnetic buttons
triangle
39 mm
→ DIY packed

2 pieces
in a bag
20 pieces

16 MD 47
deco magnetic button
triangle

(10 bags)

47 mm

in a box

2 pieces
in a blister
10 blister in a box
20 blister
in a stock box

SBB 16 MD 47
2 deco magnetic buttons
triangle
47 mm
→ DIY packed

*For detailed colors please look at “Overview of the available colors...”. Further colors on request with appropriate purchase quantity.
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deco magnetic buttons rectangle
1 deco magnetic button consists of:
1 magnetic half south pole +
1 magnetic half north pole
The magnets are galvanized for
protection against rust, and encased.

Available colors*:
Colored:
1.00 white

article

Metallized:
12.16 chrome shining
13.16 brass shining
14.18 granite

17.16 chrome matt
17.18 stainless steel

article-no.
description

dispatch unit

2 pieces
in a bag
20 pieces

16 ME
deco magnetic button
rectangle

(10 bags)

28 x 40 mm

in a box

2 pieces
in a blister
10 blister in a box
20 blister
in a stock box

SBB 16 ME
2 deco magnetic buttons
rectangle
28 x 40 mm
→ DIY packed

*For detailed colors please look at “Overview of the available colors...”. Further colors on request with appropriate purchase quantity.
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article

article-no.
description

dispatch unit

10 pieces
in a bag
100 pieces
(10 bags)
in a box

RS 2016
ring stopper
useable for rods
Ø 16 and Ø 20 mm
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magnetic clips

The magnets are galvanized for
protection against rust, and encased.

Available colors*:
Colored:
1.00 white

article

Metallized:
12.16 chrome shining
13.16 brass shining
14.18 granite

17.16 chrome matt
17.18 stainless steel
19.13 rust

article-no.
description

dispatch unit

16 CR 28
10 cm

1 piece
in a bag
10 pieces
in a box

deco magnetic clip
round Ø 28 mm
to drapery curtains

(minimum order)

with 20 cm - loop

16 CR 45
10 cm

1 piece
in a bag
10 pieces
in a box

deco magnetic clip
round Ø 45 mm
to drapery curtains

(minimum order)

with 20 cm - loop

16 CD
10 cm

19.16 brass matt
19.18 brass antique

1 piece
in a bag
10 pieces
in a box

deco magnetic clip
triangle 39 mm
to drapery curtains

(minimum order)

with 20 cm - loop

16 CQ
1 piece
in a bag
10 pieces
in a box

deco magnetic clip
10 cm

quadrangle 28 x 28 mm
to drapery curtains
with 20 cm - loop

(minimum order)

*For detailed colors please look at “Overview of the available colors...”. Further colors on request with appropriate purchase quantity.
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